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Rec Center could expand
By Barbara Langley
Daily staff writer

Bodies of all shapes and sizes
were sweating. twisting and
stretching to the beat of modern
rock.
By 10 a.m. Wednesday, 2(X)
people had already made use of
SJSU’s Rix Center. At least half of
the people that use the $36.8 million Rec Center head for the fitness
room. said Cathy Busalacchi. the
center’s manager. And with usage
increasing. a 2.(81)-square-foot addition is a possibility.
The addition and other improvements for the Rec Center
were presented to the Student
Union Board of Directors Tuesday
as part of a "wish list," said Scott
Santandrea. Associated Students

Fitness frenzy at SJSU
president.
At the same time that SURD’) is
considering the addition, other
areas of the Rec Center aren’t generating expected revenues.
On paper, overall revenues are
up. but the Rec Center has outstanding bills. So SUBOD is still
expecting a deficit for the first year
of operation.
"I’m not trying to paint a rosy
picture with a lot of money floating
around," said Ron Barrett. the director of the Student Union.
The money for the expansion
could come from Student Union
funds, local reserves, or increased

he said

Projections not met
Since the Rec Center began continuous operation only two or three
one-year memberships have been
purchased, according to Busalacchi. The sale of one-month memberships averages about 16 to 20
per month.
The cost of a faculty membership is $150 per year and $400
for members of the community.
The low membership was attributed to marketing and the lack of
parking.
Faculty and staff memberships

fluctuate greatly .’ ’ she said.
"Ten, or maybe a little more, are
sold per month."
Concessions and merchandise
sales are also lower than projected,
said Barrett who declined to release any figures.
The majority of events held in
the arena are athletic events, but
there is a "greater dollar return
from concerts," Barrett said. Colleens mean more merchandise is
sold, such as T-shirts.
A basketball game can end in
two hours, and a concert can last
several hours, allowing more time
for people to buy, he said.
But, so far the arena has only
had one concert this academic
school year and only one other is
scheduled. The Labor Day concert
was a success. but SUBOD had ex-

Kelly Davis

Daily staff photographer

SJSU students exercise their cardovascular systems at the Rec Center.
peered more concerts and more
sales by this time. Barrett said.
Funds were also supposed to be
recovered from programs sponsored by Leisure Services that
were to be held in the Rec Center.
But because the number of programs fell short of expectations, so

did the revenues.
Low revenues front the Pro
Shop were blamed on the lack of
time the staff had to devote to the
shop. Now Busalacci is looking for
an experienced part-time manager
to run the shon
See I:ITIVESS. hack page

Corps urges
volunteerism

Out on a limb

I.isa B.Cut-liar
Daily staff writer

Mary Morello

Manuel Aguda. 63, an SPA custodian, inspects the damage to his
1984 Buick after a tree fell on it in the parking lot next to Building Q

Daily Staff Photographer

Friday. The major damage was to the driver side window. The
trunk snapped because of 30 mph winds. See story on page 3.

Portfolio leads police to thief’s identity
for UPD. SJSU student Debbie
Mullen reported to campus police
that her car had been broken into
University Police apprehended and her stereo stolen.
Mullen returned to the car with
18-year-old Job Corps resident
Donaldo Augusto Flores. Jr. at 2 Officer Tom Pomeroy to file the
p.m. Wednesday on suspicion of police report. Staley said. Howburglarizing an auto parked in the ever, when they aproached the vehicle. she told the officer someone
10th Street garage.
It wasn’t a difficult task for UPD was sitting in her ear.
Flores. who had returned to the
to identify Flores. When he fled
the scene, he left behind a portfolio car, saw Officer Pomeroy and fled.
on himself prepared by the Job leaving behind his Job Corps portfolio on the front seat of the car,
Corps, where he currently resides.
According to Richard A. Staley, Staley said.
Campus police simply had to
public safety information officer
By Deborah I). Kerr
Daily stall writer

read through the portfolio, and go
to the Job Corps and wait. Flores,
who was attending a job-training
class when police arrived, surrendered without incident, Staley
said.
Flores is now being held in the
County jail, according to an of
from the jail.
Sergeant Bruce Lowe, head of
UPD investigation, said the suspect, who showed the officers stereos and equipment he had burglarized from other vehicles on
campus, admitted to breaking into
vehicles with slide -in-type stereos.

Improving the environment
Student group tries
to get initiative passed
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer

There’s only one earth, and the environment is not in great shape.
SAFER. wants to do something
about that, even though it’s on a small
scale.
SAFER., which is an acronym
for Student Affiliation For Environmental Respect. was formed about two
years ago to start some kind of recycling program on campus. said Claire
Butler. chair of field trips and one of the

group’s co-foundeis
The all -volunteer student organization is leading the SJSU effort to get the
Environmental Protection Initiative on
the ballot. It set up a table on Club Day
and asked people to sign the petition.
On the second weekend of every
month. Butler said SAFER. volunteers go to Valley Fair Mall in Santa
Clara to get even more signatures.
However, it all hasn’t been easy.
"It’s not tough getting the signatures." Butler said. "What’s hard is
getting people to go out and hustle the
signatures. All they have to do is sit at
the table and get them to sign it."
"Getting the signatures is time intensive and energy intensive." said
See TOXIC. hack page

"He (Flores) said it took him
less than four minutes to remove a
stereo unit and mounting bracket."
Sgt. Lowe said. "However, it was
his experience that owners of such
units often left them in the mounting bracket or simply placed them
under the car seat."
Ironically, these units which
were designed to prevent theft by
removing the units and taking
along when people leave their vehicles, are easiest to steal because
people often leave them in their
cars, according to Staley.

The Human Corps is looking for
students who care.
Backing up legislation passed by
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos.
the Human Corps program, one
that encourages student involvement in community activities, was
formed at SJSU two years ago.
"The Human Corps is a university-wide program with the mission of trying to get every student
to carry out some form of community service," said Jose Villa, director of the Human Corps at
SJSU.
Through the Human Corps. students have aided children’s shelters, literacy programs, soup kitchens and the homeless.
Students have even worked on
problems of affordable housing by
doing research and informing citizens of their ability to take action.
"The exciting thing about the
Human Corps is that it gets students from different backgrounds
to work as a team on a common
issue--like affordable housing,"
Villa said.
Last semester, the Human Corps
saw the birth of the Peer Support
Network. Students are trained to
become peer supporters so that
they can help other students stay in
school.
The peer supporters target minorities at SJSU.
"The Human Corps has gone
outside the university to identify
sources of funding to help implement and test new approaches to
reaching minority students," said
Villa.

Crodtt for caring

Comparing the Human Corps at
SJSU to similar programs at other
universities. Villa said,"Every
campus does it differently. Not all
the campuses offer course credit.
We’re one of the few. Not all campuses get the administrative faculty
allocation we got here," Villa
said.
The Human Corps is tied in with
the class Community Concepts
157. The course is cross-listed in
11 departments so that students can
receive credit in their major.

’I think that every
college student
should go out and
do some kind of
volunteer work.’
Kim Mesa.
acting V.A.C.E. coordinator
The class will also be offered for
the first time next semester under
General Education in the Social
Science and Cultural Pluralism
areas.
Students can be involved without enrolling in the class by joining
Volunteers Assisting Community
Efforts (V.A.C.E.). V.A.C.E.
promotes its projects strictly
through volunteer participation.
Kim Mesa, acting coordinator of
V.A.C.E. and assistant to Villa,
emphasized the importance of volunteering,
"I think that every college student should go out and do some
kind of volunteer work."
"If students take a class where
they have to do volunteer work,
they get a better understanding of
what the real world is and what’s
going to be expected of them when
they get out there," Mesa said.
Mesa took the Community Concepts 157 class in 1986 when the
Human Corps legislation had not
yet been passed. Back then, the Si
Sc Puede program was the focus of
the class and it entailed working
mainly with schools.
Villa saw the potential of having
the Human Corps being connected
with the 157 class. Mesa said.
Professors take part
The university allocated a fulltime faculty position to the Human
Corps. Villa has divided the position among various departments
and bought pieces of time from
each of them.
With the time Villa bought, he
has recruited an interdisciplinary
faculty core of seven professors in
different departments.
Some departments have accepted the Human Corps into their
See VOLUNTEERS, back page

Pesticide initiative is challenged
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer
Conservation groups have warned
that chemical companies are launching a
counterattack on the Environmental Protection Initiative.
Barbra Perzigian. state organizing director for Campaign California. an environmental lobby, asked voters to "beware" of another initiative called the
Consumer Pesticide Enforcement Act for
Food. Water and Worker Safety, which
she said was drafted by chemical companies.
Perzigian said that chemical companies could not defeat the Environmental
Protection Initiative, so they drafted their
bill to confuse voters.
"They’re calling it a better mousetrap," Perzigian said during a press con-

ference in front of the County Administration building Tuesday. "It’s actually the
same mousetrap that’s not catching any
mice."
Jack McDowell. a political consultatent working with the Western Agriculture
Chemicals Association to defeat the Environmental Protection Initiative. said the allegations by the conservation groups were
false.
"They did not draft it. They did not
contribute to it," McDowell said. "No expenses from chemical companies were
used in the past. present or future."
The measure was drafted by the
Heron. Burchette, Ruckert and Rothwell
Law Firm, according to Lee Stitvenberger,
campaign director of the Citizens for Responsible Food Laws (CAREFUL). His
political consultation firm, the Dolphin
See CHEMICAL. page 6

"Big Green"
The pesticide section of the
Environmental Protection Initiative
includes.
Phasing out by 1996 all pesticides used in foods which are
known to cause cancer.
Changing jurisdiction over
pesticides from the Department of
Food and Agriculture to the
Department of Health Services.
Source: Campaign California
Daily graphic -Edwin Acevedo
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Letters to the Editor

TV sex is
too much

Plato is putty in the job market
Editor.
Last semester, George Pinto contributed an editonal to the Daliy in the Nov. 28 issue in which he
proclaimed that "philosophy is our future." I was a
philosophy major at SJSU fo three years and I assure
you that there is no future in it.
Mr. Pinto states in his opening paragraph that in
the next century. "students will flock to the liberal
arts, especially philosophy, just as they do today for
business and computers. ’ Unfortunately, he offers no
evidence in support of this sweeping statement.
The last time the liberal arts departments were
flourishing was during the 1960s. But that was more
than 20 years ago, when jobs were easier to come by
and any college degree could still open doors for you.
Nowadays, the market is so flooded with qualified applicants in every field that a person has to have the
right degree, the right GPA and the right experience to
get just an entry-level position.
In addition to growing increasingly competitive.
the market has become specialized to such an extent
that individuals who have general skills no longer fit
in. Thus, while most liberal arts majors have traditionally gone into management and sales, today these
jobs belong to business and marketing majors. Nothing indicates that this situation is going to improve
anytime soon. Indeed, if the economy continues to deteriorate and companies such as IBM continue to lay
people off, things may actually get worse. Even in
(secondary) education, the people who are most in demand are those who can teach advanced math and science classes. In light of these facts, it seems unlikely
that very many students will major in the liberal arts,
including philosophy, contrary to what Mr. Pinto
thinks.
In his next paragraph he says that "philosophy
does more than prepare one for a career, it prepares
one for life." First of all. I fail to see how a colloquium on "Pierce on Proper Names" prepares one for
a career or for life. And secondly, one need only visit
the Career Center and look through the job listings for
philosophers (assuming that there are any) to realize
that a philosophy degree is no asset in today’s job
market.
He goes on to claim that philosophy helps us
"live our lives based on conscious reflective thinking" and "critically evaluate the world we live in."
Yet it is difficult to see that, on the whole, philosophers are any better off in this respect than the rest
of us. Philosophy is no different from any other field
in being able to claim a few outstanding members
among its ranks.
The next century, according to Mr. Pinto, will
see "a world with no countries and no nations, but
governed by a parliament of humankind:" it also
"will see worldwide peace." To be honest, I’m not
quite sure what any of this has to do with the subject
of his article. Recent events in Eastern Europe and
elsewhere are encouraging; still, these .sweeping prer- dictions seem to me unduly optimistic, especially in
light of the fact that, once again, so little evidence is
offered in support of them.
He says that people "are becoming more compassionate and kind," then proceeds to inform us that
30.000 die every day of starvation, and we do not
bat an eye. Somewhere, a government official is taking a bribe, an innocent person is being murdered, the
poor are getting the shaft, families are being separated." Apparently the requirement in logic has been
dropped since I graduated! Either that or the colloquia
he mentions on logical reasoning and proofs didn’t do
him much good.
Food on the table, clothes on your back, a roof
over your head these are not materialistic values;
they are basic human necessities. And if you’ve
checked the cost of these items recently, you realize
that to be able to provide them just for yourself, not to
mention for a family, you’re going to need a fairly
substantial income. In today’s world, the simple fact
of the matter is that getting a job with a decent salary
requires a lot more than a philosophy degree.
No, I’m afraid that I cannot in good conscience
urge anyone to consider studying philosophy as Mr.
Pinto can. And I speak from personal experience.
I am very fortunate to be returning to SJSU next
fall for a second bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering. I am grateful for another chance at the education and opportunities that I missed as a philosophy
major.
Brent Rot hert
Alumnus
Philosophy
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By Vincent T Oddo

young children sit
pICTURE this. Two
peacefully at home, with not an adult in
sight. and, as may be the case in many
homes, the television set is on.
The set is tuned to one of those shows that .
children are warned not to watch, because it
contains certain things that are said to have a
negative effect on children. Things like sex,
violence and out-and-out vulgarity.
During the middle of this particular show,
one of these children apparently likes what he
sees, so much so that he decides to try it out on
the other child who is with him.
That was the scenario nearly a month ago.
when a young boy raped his 4-year-old
stepsister. This boy had come up with the idea
after watching a sex scene on television, and
apparently impres.sed by what he saw, decided
to try out some of this sexual activity on his
stepsister, as was reported by the Associated
Press.
What was on the television that prompted
the rape varies with different reports. One
newspaper said the boy was watching an adult
movie, while another said it was a regular TV
show that happened to have a sex scene.

Change in diet can save environment
We’ve all seen those pictures ot
starving children. And we’ve
heard about a mess of environmental catastrophes plaguing our
planet, like deforestation, air pollution and topsoil erosion.
If you’re like me, you’ve somehow managed to get on the mailing
lists of dozens of organizations
working to end these tragedies,
and that want a piece of your hardearned financial aid to do it.
Now, I have nothing against
worthy causes asking me for
money, and I really admire what
some are doing to change the
world. But if you’re interested in a
way to feed more people and to
substantially avert environmental
disaster without spending an
extra nickel I’ve got a proposal
for you: become a vegetarian.
I can practically hear you folding up your newspaper right now.
But before you take another bite of
that Spartan Burger, finish reading
this column.
Simply changing your diet can
have a profound effect on the environment, and in a way much more
personal than sending a check off
to Greenpeace. Unfortuantely, it’s
a measure that requires (gasp) personal sacrifice.
Eating meat is a waste of land.
food and other limited resources.
To support a meat-eater for a year
uses up three and a quarter acres of
land. Most of this is used to grow
food for the animals that eventually end up inside your Spartan
Burger or disassembled, fried and
sold in The Roost.
But a lacto-ovo vegetarian (one
who abstains from meat but eats
dairy products) uses only half an
acre. And only one-sixth of an acre
is needed to feed a pure vegetarian.
Put another way, a meat-eater
uses up about 20 times more land

ol topsoil 200 years ago. Now
we’re down to just six inches, and
we’re losing it at a rate of one inch
every 16 years. Eighty-five percent
of this loss can be attributed directly to raising livestock. This is
no small matter. Archaeologists
have said that soil erosion played a
crucial role in the fall of great civilizations such as ancient Egypt,
Greece and the Mayans. And we
BY MIKE DE GIVE ,an’t wait around for nature to
make more because it takes 500
years for an inch of topsoil to accumulate naturally.
than a Ore vegetarian.
And obviqusly, a vegetariagitie
Here. in San Jose, where the
land is ’made of cement’ and black will also allow us to grow genre.
top, this waste of space doesn’t food and feed more people. Runseem to make much of a differ- ning our grain through livestock is
ence. But it has serious environ- wasteful. For every 16 pounds of
grain and soybeans fed to beef
mental effects on the whole planet.
cattle, only one pound of meat
Forests have been tom down in ends up on our plates; and we not
this country at a rate of an acre only lose as much as 94 percent of
:very five seconds since 1967. its protein, we also waste 96 per’ And, of course, the destruction of cent of its calories, 100 percent of
the rain forests in Brazil has been its fiber and 100 percent of its carin the news a lot lately.
bohydrates.
We simply don’t need meat to
A good deal of these forests are have a healthy diet. This is an easy
being tom down to create short- ethical decision to make. No gray
lasting grazing land for cattle. areas.
More than three times as much of
There are all sorts of excuses
our meat is derived from formerly well-meaning people have for not
forested land as is derived from "doing something" for the envirange land.
ronment. We know that pollution
Huge areas of land could be re- from our cars is poisoning the air.
forested if only Americans, includ- Yet every morning as I walk to
ing SJSU students, would change school along Eleventh Street I pass
their diet habits. These forests hundreds of cars inching toward
would provide fresh oxygen, cre- campus. And I concede that there
ate new habitats for animals and are situations in our society where
even be a boost for the lumber in- one can’t function without using a
car.
dustry.
But we don’t need meat. There’s
Forest lands are also one of the
few places where our country’s no excuse for harming the planet
topsoil, the nutrient-rich soil that with a reckless diet. Except selholds moisture and feeds our fishness.
Mike de Give is a Daily staff
plants, is not rapidly eroding.
The United States had 21 inches writer
REPORTERS’ FORUM

Other Views
The Providence (R.I.) Journal -Bulletin
on Reagan-Poindexter
The Iran-Contra affair began as a series of policy
blunders by the Reagan administration, quickly developed into a witch hunt conducted by the Democraticcontrolled Congress and then became an inordinately expensive and seemingly interminable legal farce
scripted by Special Prosecutor Lawrence Walsh. Now
U.S. District Judge Harold Greene threatens to turn it
into a constitutional morass as well.
Having broken seven butterflies on his prosecutorial wheel, ... Walsh is now preparing logo after his
eighth and presumable final quarry. ... (former national security adviser John) Poindexter. But before
that can happen, the country may be subjected to a
protracted constitutional controversy. For ... Poindexter’s lawyers want to go through President Reagan’s volumimous private diaries to see if they can
find something anything that might suggest
their client was acting under presidential directions.

mocracy than most car thieves. ...
Did Ronald Reagan actually authorize that gross
abuse of the Constitution to get around a reluctant
Congress? Did he, in essence, conduct a private war?
And did President Bush, as we believe, sit in on the
planning? ...
Reagan, like (Richard) Nixon before him, is aruing that he must claim executive privilege to protect
the privacy rights of future presidents. We are respectful of those rights, but they do not include the right to
cover up crimes and abuses of power.
The law says Reagan will have to testify or produce his diaries only if it is absolutely crucial to (former national security adviser John) Poindexter’s defense. Lt. Col. Oliver North. you’ll remember,
received a light sentence largely because most jurors
believed he was following orders from Poindexter and
other superiors. Poindexter has pointed the finger
higher. It is crucial to his defense, and to the truth,
that Reagan finally come clean.

(Green) has taken the unprecedented action of ordering ... Reagan to submit to videotaped interrogation by defense lawyers. ... This long-running travesty has already inflicted personal damage on several
honorable, if overzealous, public servants. It should
not be allowed to undermine the institutional authority
of the presidency as well

Los Angeles Times
on South Africa
Freedom took a nev, meaning Sunday (Feb. II)
as the world watched Nelson Mandela walk out of 27
years of captivity. The exultant celebration of his
countrymen measured their own expectations. The violence that accompanied the celebration underscored
the complexity of what lies ahead. .
Mandela walked tree from prison but not from a
system of racism that still strangles the lives of the
blacks. ... Unpredictable forces have been freed with
him.

Concord (N.H.) Monitor
on Reagan -Poindexter
lo date. all the Contra -gate conspirators have received less punishment for their crimes against de-

WHATEVER it was, this incident stands.
as a sad example of the effect TV can
have on young children. If a child
should happen to see someone shooting another
person as a way of resolving a situation, that
child may get the idea that it is alright to kill, it’s
okay to hurt another person and that violence is .
the only way to resolve a difficult situation. In
the case of the rape incident, the boy noticed a
sex scene on TV, he thought it looked
interesting and therefore decided to try it out on his stepsister.
It makes me sick to even think about it!
I can remember about 10 years back, when
most of the stations and networks that aired a
program or movie with violent or sexual content .
warned at the beginning of a show that the
particular movie or series may not be suitable
for some viewers, particularly young children.
These warnings have been turning up less
frequently in recent years. Is it because violence
and sex have become so commonplace in TV
that networks don’t really feel a need to place
such warnings before certain programs? Or is it
t+ecatAVap,ortes may feel
1
wliniiiigTieTati a certain show, the child may be
enticed to find out just what it is about that show
that makes it "unsuitable"? I, for one, steer
clear of shows with explicit sexual or violent
content. "Miami Vice" and "Wiseguy," for
instance, have gained much notoriety for the
level of violence depicted in many of their
scenes, and these are the types of shows I prefer
not to watch, because I’m not the type of person
who likes to see sex or violence on TV. Also, I
don’t think I’d ever have the moxie to try out a
sexual or violent act just because it looked good
on TV. I’m just not that type of person.
But apparently, there is an audience out
there that enjoys watching programs and movies
with a substantial level of sex and/or violence,
or else, those types of programs would not be
on the air anymore.
I can only hope that these people, be they
children, or be they adults, work up enough
sense to know that just because a certain act is
depicted on TV, that doesn’t mean it is alright to
perform that act in real life.
Vincent Oddo is the associate editor in
charge of life and the arts
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Other Views
Portland (Maine) Press Herald
on South Africa
Now that (Nelson Mandela) has been released, it
remains to be seen whether he can translate his special
status as a political symbol into practical administrative leadership. In other words, can a man cut 9ff
from the world for more than a quarter of a century effectively deal with that world when suddenly thrum
back into it?
There is no shortage of hope not only among
South Africans themselves but within the world cornmunity
that he can do so. And the words he spoke
with such vigor, dignity and resoluteness on Sunday
(Feb. 11) can only bolster that hope.
While acknowledging South African President
Frederik W. de Klerk’s role in opening opportunities
for change, he vowed never to retreat from his own
struggle for "a democratic and free society in which
all persons live together in harmony and with equal
opportunities."
It was precisely that vow that landed Mandela in
prison 27 years ago. That it had to be repeated shows
how little political progress in South Africa has made
in the intervening years. That is was spoken freely this
time shows how much progress has been made in just
the past few days.
A lot now hangs on the ability of a heroic symbol
to give practical shape to that long-deferred struggle

Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the editor. All letters may be edited for grammar, libel and
length. The writer’s name, class level, major and
home phone number (not for publication) must accompany all letters.
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Rainstorm causes chaos at SJSU
fly Edwin Acevedo
Daily wan writer
Manuel Aguda, a 63 -year old
custodian at SJSU, was having a
typical day Friday. He had just fin:,,-jelted cleaning the restrooms in the
Business Classrooms, and was
charging the battery for the machine used to clean the floors.
Then his supervisor came and
told him that a tree fell on his car.
Yes, it was windy Friday.
Windy enough to blow a tree on
top of Aguda’s blue 1984 Buick
Skylark and shatter the driver’s
side window. The accident happened in the parking lot near
Building Q.
Aguda stood there in the rain
and wind, watching as workers
used clippers and a chainsaw to cut
his tangled car free.
"I’ll just wait," Aguda said,
"Maybe lean still drive it."
According to the Allen Becker,
a graduate student in the SJSU Meterology Department, the tempera-

Manuel Aguda stood there in the rain and
wind, watching as workers used clippers and a
chainsaw to cut his tangled car free.
ture on the rooftop observatory
was about 44 degrees and windy at
2 p:m. He said the rain should
taper off today but to expect more
Tuesday.
Matthew Bye, an SJSU meterological technician. said 0.66 inches
of rain fell in a 24-hour period ending 3 p.m. Friday. He said the
strongest winds on campus were
31.5 mph at around 11 a.m., with
an average of 22 mph between
9:30 a.m. and I :30 a.m.
The rain came at a bad time for
Becky Hall. an 11th floor resident
of Joe West Hall. The sophomore
art major said wind blew rain
through the outside of the window
frame, forming a puddle on her art
supplies.

urban flooding, and downed power
lines closed the Camden Ave. exit
on Highway 17 The National
Weather Service also said a 120fixit evergreen tree fell on a house
in Menlo Park.

The North Bay got a good dose
"All I know is my an supplies of the storm as well. The wind
are soaked and housing isn’t doing downed power lines in Pinole,
anything about it," she said.
closing pans of Highway 80.
She said it became a slow drip
San Francisco Airport had winds
once the wind stopped blowing. reaching 54 knots. or about 62
"But when the wind started blow- mph. Becker said. From 10 a.m. to
ing it was fast dripping." Hall
p.m.. nearly an inch of rain fell
said.
at the airport.
Becker said that winds to about
In some areas of Northern Cali33 knots, (about 38 mph). blew at fornia, snow fell on elevations as
San Jose Airport at 11 a.m., but low as 4(X) feet. Wind gusts in
slowed to about 20 knots at noon.
Redding reached 59 mph.
The National Weather Service
But closer to home, students on
reported urban flooding and winds
of up to 65 mph in the Monterey campus were fighting their own
battle with the wind. using umbrelBay area Friday.
las as shields while manuvering
The National Weather Service around traffic in front of the stusaid the South Bay also got some dent union.

TODAY
CYCUNG CLUB: Cal race and Sears meeting, 6 pm, SU Pacheco Room. Call 2922511
SJSU STUDENTS FOR LIFE: Meeting
New members welcome, 6:30 p.m., S.U.
Montalvo Room. Call 926-1662.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: On-campus interview orientation,
2:30 p.m., S.U. Umunhum Room; Co-op
orientation, 130 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room:
Resume II: Resume Critique, 11:30 a.m.,
S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call 924-6030.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: "Women in the Bible
Reclaiming Our Stories,- 4 p.m.. Campus
Ministry Center (10th and San Carlos) Call
298-0204.
TUESDAY
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
time--Sticks. stones and Words.- 705

Owner of killer pit bull
sentenced to prison
Associated Press
because they allowed him to
The owner of a pit bull dog wander near the dog.
The victim’s father. Arthur.
who fatally mauled a toddler
who wandered within reach of said he and his wife had left the
his chain was ordered Friday to boy on their back patio while
spend three years and eight they went shopping at garage
months in prison.
sales and found hint being "torn
Michael Patrick Berry, 39, apart" when they came home.
Deputy District Attorney
was convicted in December of
involuntary manslaughter in the Dale Sanderson acknowledged
death of 2-year-old James Soto there was no evidence of malice
and three lesser charges. A or intent to kill hut that their
Santa Clara County Superior case was based on the theory of
Court jury acquitted him of a implied malice, which allows a
charge of second-degree mur- murder conviction for someone
whose actions show wanton disder.
He could have faced 15 years regard for human life.
Authorities said that during a
in prison if he had been convicted of second-degree murder. search of Berry’s home, they
Berry’s pit bull. Willy, found several publications on ilmauled the child to death after legal dog fighting and a doghe wandered into Berry’s yard. sized treadmill,
In addition to being convicted
where the dog was tethered to a
metal stake near a marijuana of involuntary manslaughter,
patch. Berry claimed during his Berry also was found guilty of
trial, considered the first of its owning a mischievous animal,
kind, that the toddler’s parents keeping a fighting dog and cultishared the blame for his death vating marijuana

pm. SU Council Chambers Call 292- CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT g lot Class and requests drop ins wel3270
come Feb 23 8 p in Women s Gym SPX
CENTER: Interview preparation 530 p m
STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRON- S U Almaden Room. On-campus interview 89 Call 293-1302 or 287-6369
MENTAL RESPECT (SAFER.): Kant orientation. 1230 p.m., S.U. Costanoan CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Nmarov (USSR) and Parline Esteves (Sho- Room Call 924-6030
CENTER: Resume I resume preparation.
shone Elder) speaking on nuclear testing.
12 30 pm, SU Costanoan Room call
THURSDAY
noon. S.U. Amptheatre Call 924-5467 or
924-6030
297-2299
PRE-MED CLUB: Guest speaker Stanford
SATURDAY
STUDENT SOCIETY FOR TECHNICAL Medical School Admission Committee Mem- ALLEN HALL: Mardi Gras Festival, open to
COMMUNICATION: "Portfolio Power-Your ber Scott Rusk, 1 30 p m, Duncan Hall public, lots of door prizes, costume contest.
Chance to Shine," guest speaker, 7 p.m.. (Room 345)
9 p.m . Allen Hall, 325 So 10th St Call 924S U Costanoan Room Call 748-7659.
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION: 8102
CLUB ST. JOHNS: Danger Hairs concert, Speaker Dr Douglas Dowd, professor of
OTHER
over 21 only, free admission. 10 p.m.. Club economics, 1130 a.m.. S.0 Almaden
BROWN BAG SEMINAR: Dr Jose CarSt Johns. Call 293-1680
Room.
rasco, Mexican studies, poetry reading from
ASIAN-AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS’ AS- -Thoughts Wander Through." noon, WLN
FELLOWSHIP: Fellowship meeting, 7 p.m.. SOCIATION: 9 a.m., Sweeney Hall (Room
307 Call 924-2707 or 924-2815
S.U. Guadalupe Room, Call 224-4520.
3311. Call 270-8469.
SJSU ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES:
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting, Exhibition
"Sacred Forces," Feb. 13 through
CENTER: Career exploration by computer. noon, Campus Christian Center (lower Mar. 15, 11 a.m through 4 p.m. (Mon.
2 p.m., Building Classroom 13 Call 924- level), 10th and San Carlos streets.
through Thurs.); 6 p.m. through 8 p.m.,
6030
FRIDAY
(Tues evenings) Art Department-Gallery 1.
STATE FOLK DANCERS: Be- Call 924-4328.
SAN
JOSE
WEDNESDAY
AD CLUB: General meeting, 7 p.m., S.U.
Guadelupe Room Call 924-3270.
SJSU FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB:
Open gaming 6 pm SU Costanoan
BUY ONE CAPPUCCINO, GET ONE FREE
Room Call 924 7097

Gallo’s wife sued for death
The
SANTA CLARA (API
family of a San Jose woman killed
in an automobile accident involving members of the winemaking
Gallo family has filed a wrongful
death suit.
The suit was filed in Santa Clara
County Superior Court after a California Highway Patrol investigation failed to assign fault in the accident that killed Sharon Kauk, 27.
Kauk was killed and her hushand and infant son injured Jan. 2
when their car collided on Pacheco
Pass with a car driven by Julio Gallo’s wife, Aileen.
Both Julio Gallo, 79, and Mrs.
Gallo, 76, were hospitalized with
injuries suffered in the crash.
Witnesses gave conflicting re-

Army officials
questioning
Some
WASHINGTON (AP)
might have thought the Army had
gone hip when U.S. troops started
blasting rock ’n’ roll music toward
:.5he Vatican Embassy in Panama
City to encourage Gen. Manuel
Antonio Noriega’s eviction in December.
But the Army brass in Washington apparently wasn’t too sure
What the guys were doing down
at least according to a list
there
the Pentagon provided later of the
songs that deafened the Panama
’City neighborhood.
In citing just a few of the songs
played on loudspeakers outside the
Vatican Embassy, Army Lt. Col.
’Fred L. Serene Jr. got either the
name of the song or the musicians
wrong.
Serene, a congressional coordinator, provided the list in a letter to
Rep. Stan Parris, R-Va., who
sought the information on behalf of
constituent. A copy of the letter
was obtained by The Associated
’ Press.
In the letter. Serene wrote.
"Some of the numbers played included ’The Smugglers’ Blues’
sung by Glen Fry, ’Take the
Money and Run’ by Stevie Miller.
’1 Shot the Sheriff’ by Eric Clampton, ’Free Bird’ sung by the Lynrd
Skynyrd Band, and ’Nowhere to
Run To. Twisted Sister was not
one of the numbers played."
It’s really Glenn Frey, Steve
Miller, Eric Clapion, Lynyrd Sky-nyrd, and the name of the Martha
and the Vandellas song is "Nowhere to Run." Twisted Sister is 11
rock srollp, not a sons.

FREE 6 oz. SALAD

FREE CAPPUCCINO

ports of the accident. Some told
the CHP that the Cellos’ car veered
across a double yellow line and
struck the Kauks’ car. But witnesses who came forward about a
week after the accident denied that
version.
The lawsuit filed on behalf of
Kauk’s husband, Timothy, and
son, Matthew, does not specify
damages, according to the Kauks
lawyer, Vincent Ruocco. He said
the Gallos have not offered to pay
any of their medical bills.
Gallo and his brother. Ernest,
run the Modesto-based Gallo Winery which controls 28 percent of
the U.S. wine market and records
more than SI billion in annual
sales.

GROW WITH
A
FIRST-RATE
TEAM
The Navy Medical Service
Corps offers a professional
career plus the unique benefits and rewarding lifestyle
of a Navy officer.
Immediate openings for
many medical specialities,
including optometrists, physical therapists, physician
assistants, medical technologists, pharmacists, podiatrists, and health care administrators.
Excellent Medical
facilities.
Salary and benefits
competitve with civilian
practice.
Navy officer fringe
benefits.
Call for more information,
(4 1 5)45 2-2900
Collect
Navy Officer
You are Tomorrow
You are the Navy.

AT CHEZ CROISSANT
HOT LINK
sok.vilvvi, ONLOUISIANA
A FRESHLY- BAKED FRENCH ROLL

With Any Pizza Delivery
0
0
0

sq

ONLY $1.49 (reg. $3.25)
51 E. San Carlos St./3rd St. Free Validated Parking
(back of store)
1 blk. from S.J.S.U./ 297-1233
M-F 7am.- 5:30pm.
All offers valid until Feb. 28 .
Sat. 7am.-10:00pm.
with student I.D.

280-0707
Expires 02-20-90

FREESCHOLARIPTIISIFINOHRoMTEIEODN FOR

CALL
ANYTIME

COME
WORK
IN THE
GARDEN

04:0

rgi

For A Free Brochure

Salad Regularly $1 87

RESTAURANT OPPORTUNITIES

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships.
fellowships. grants, and loans, representing over $IO billion in private
sector funding.
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans. family heritage and place of residence.
There’s money available for students who have been newspaper carriers. grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers etc
Results GUARANTEED.

3

1 esterDdily
Because many students are flirt portation. Traffic and Parking Opon campus every day. YesterDady erations are of fenng some alternaprovides readers with a recap of tives.
the previous day’s top stories.
Carpool permits are available
for those sharing rides with one or
Fraternities and athletes tried to more students. And akin to commend fences last week after fights puter dating, free computer assis
broke out at parties between the lance is available to help match up
two groups earlier this month. Ben students who
want to carpool toGordon. president of Sigma Alpha gether
Epsilon. met with football coach
Claude Gilbert and members of a
ii
judiciary committee to discuss and
Undercover police officers identi
resolve the friction
tied locations of the homeless in
San Jose last week in preperation
Tired of hunting for a limited for the U.S. census. For the first
amount of parking spots, students time, the homeless of San Jose will
are turning to other modes of trans- be accounted for

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 a.m. No
phone-in items will be accepted

SPARTAN DAILY

(800) 346-6401

COMPUTER SCIENCE &
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS WANTED
Full and Part Time Positions Available Now-Flexible Hours

THE PLACE
COMPUTER LITERACY
BOOKSHOPS, INC.
-the world’s largest computer
bookstore -internationally
famous. We pride ourselves
on courteous, knowledgeable
staff who share our
customer’s interests.

THE JOB
INFORMATION SPECIALIST
help customers find the books to
fit their needs, on all computer related topics. Gain experience
relevant to your career field.
Extensive training provided
Starting Salary: $5.75-6.00/hour

THE EXCITEMENT
IS GROWING IN
SAN JOSE
Challenge. Excitement. Fun ktwart Is Its all Wlit mg tor you at our brand new
Olive Garden location.
The ( Hive Garden is America’s fastest-wowing Italian dinnerhouse with over
Ps restaurants nationwide. Our festive atmosphere, freshly -prepared Italian
specialties and spirited Hospitaliano’ service make working here as much
fun as eating here!
Share in our success, . come work in the garden We have more than 100
opportunities immediately available:
II Hosts & Hostesses
Waiters & Waitresses
Utility People
Bartenders

Line Cooks
Cashiers
U Pasta Makers
Bussers
IN Production & IN Dish Machine
Prep Cooks
Operators

ti rev iou.s restaurant experience is preferred. but were willing to provide train
ing to those with the right potential. Take advantage ot the rewards The
Garden has to offer you
Applications will be taken Monday through Saturday, between
8 a.m. and ’p.m. Apply for any of the opportunities listed above
by visiting with us at our newest location:

940 Blossom Hill Road
(At Winfield Center)
San Jose

QUALIFICATIONS AND HOW THEY APPLY
If you have:
classes in computer science or electrical engineering
programming knowledge of a high level language
excellent English skills

Sri I tio41 I /pre ’mite I 111114104er

Ogtgaigie-

apply in person at:
IRThen send resume to or

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS, INC,

ITALIAN

;141 2590 NORTH FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE, CA 95131
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Seven game losing streak ends
By Randy Robertson
Doty staff writer
Ferrell
STOCKTON - Charles
scored seven of SJSU’s first nine
points in the second half to lead the
Spartans to a come -from-behind
63-50 win at University of the Pacific.
The victory broke a seven-game
losing streak for the Spartans (616). and it also topped their season
win total of a year ago.
SJSU played Saturday against
Fresno State on Saturday afternoon
hut results were not available at
press time.
The UOP game was a homecoming for Spartan coach Stan
Morrison, who coached the Tigers
from 1972-79. Morrison received a
hearty welcome from the crowd
before the game. hut once the
bu/ier sounded he was all business.
"I’m really fond of this university." Morrison said of UOP. "I
was excited to come back here."
Terrell said that Morrison kept
any hoopla of his homecoming
away from the team, so that they
could concentrate on the game.
The biggest task for the Spartans
was to stop UOP center Don
Lyttle.

Kelly Davis -- only .;idft

S.IS1 guard Troy Batiste is double-teamed by UOP’s Rich Ressa and
Dint I .yttle. Batiste scored 10 points in the Spartans 63-50 victory.

McGwire signs for $1.5
million, avoids hearing
Mark MvOAKLAND tAP1
Gwire. the All -Star power hitter
for the Oakland Athletics, signed a
one-year, $1.5 million contract
Thursday. avoiding an upcoming
arbitration hearing.
The 26-year-old first baseman
also received a number of incentives, including bonuses of $50,(X10 for winning the Most Valuable
Meyer award, 525,0(X) if finishes
anywhere from second to fiftlf
place in MVP balloting, and $15,(X)() for sixth through 10th places.
Other bonuses for McGwire arc
$25.(XX) apiece for playoff MVP.
World Series MVP, Gold Glove
and Silver Slugger awards, and
$20,000 for making his fourth All Star game.
Before the signing, the 6-foot -6
McGwire faced an arbitration hearing in Los Angeles Friday over his
1990 contract. McGwire was
asking $1.72 million, with the A’s
offering $1 million.
McGwire had another outstanding power-hitting season last year,
when he slugged 33 home runs and

NSAS CITY, Mt). (AP)
Many schools fussed and muttered when Notre Dame struck out
on its own at the expense of other
members of the College Football
Association. Kansas decided to
act.
"This just seemed like the thing
for us to do." Kansas athletic director Bob Frederick said after
canceling a two-game basketball
series with the Irish. "We haven’t
talked to any other schools."
Frederick made clear he was
taking action in protest of Notre
Dame’s surprise withdrawal from a
College Football Association deal
NMI) ABC and ESPN. It’s unceriain whether other schools might
follow Kansas’ lead, although
tinger persists over Notre Dame’s
:action.
.Vve se thought about it,"
liouston athletic director Rudy Da-valos said. "Bob Frederick did
*1 hat a lot of people have been
talking about doing for a couple of
weeks now."
’ About two weeks after the CFA
tind ABC reached agreement on a
$210 million TV package, Notre
name signed its own $30 million
%gement with NBC for all their
home games.
With Notre Dame out, the CFA
%ad to accept a cut of about $50
pillion in its five-year deal with
’ABC and ESPN, the renegotiation
axisting each CFA school about
5150.000, according to Frederick.
The CFA is made up of every
inajor football conference and independent except the Big Ten and
Pac-10.
.1

That meant the Tigers had few
second chances on offense, and the
Spartans made them pay in the second half.

Dunlap contributed on the defensive end for the Spartans. helping to stop Lyttle in the second
half. Lyttle only scored nine points
in the second half and finished the
game with just three rebounds.
Logan and Young both had big
rebounding games for SJSU.
Young pulled down II rebounds to
go with his 17 points, and Logan
chipped in nine rebounds.
"I felt I could go out and get my
boards," Logan said. "That
should be one of my strong
points."
UOP battled the Spartans until
the end, reclaiming the lead several times. Their last lead was 3331, before Dunlap scored on a reverse layup after a nice entry pass
by guard Tom Desiano. The Spartans took the lead for good when

DESKTOP Pt/BLISHIN
Service
Cseri
IdocintostiSE30 So 00/tv

.
Loser wider N7X-30e/O0O9

KODAK COPIES

91 L SANTA CLARA ST.
Between 2nd 8 3r0
WI JOSE CA. 95123

IMMIGRATION

Call lhavi..-Saft, at 408/280-1992 M-F 1Pm-5Pm
& ask for Jonathan

KRAGEN
AUTO

Kragen Auto is now hiring
for part time, full time and
management trainee postThe Salons Largest Ado Pans Chain
tions. We offer competitive
wages, medical/dental coverage. $500.00 per
year tuition reimbursement, employee
discounts and paid holidays. If you’re looking
for a rewarding and challenging career, come
Join the nation’s largest and fastest growing
auto parts chain. For further information,
please call:
PeArssohnneerl Raectru2it9e8r-6107
Gary
WORKS

7

Executive Business Solutions
Resumes
Term Papers
Thesis
Manuscripts

Also Family visa/US spousal cases
Change to student IF II slaw, Treaty
’Trader/Investor 1E-1 /E-21:
Intro -Company Transferee (L I
Business

&

Corporate (lient%

The above have one thing in common . YOUR IMAGE

(415) 291-8000

THE IMPRESSION YOU MAKE WILL HAVE A
MAJOR IMPACT ON YOUR FUTURE!!
Invest In Your Professional Image
with our Affordable Word Processing Services
All work is TYPESET. SPELL-CHECKED.
Call (408)’249-0270 ...

St. Giles College(415) 788-3552
2780 Powell Street
San Francisco CA 94133, USA

)

131 E. Jackson Suect
6 blocks north of Santa Clara-between 3rd and 4111

EARN 3 COLLEGE TRANSFER CREDITS
IN 30 DAYS FOR JUST $ 1 5 !
Evergreen Valley College
Express Program Class
F.41glibih COMDOSitiOU
. ;-;ectinn 001A M -F (Feb 26-Apr 6) 1:00-2:30 pm
’lay 251 1:00-2:30 pm

(Admissions and Records)
Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road
San Jose, CA 95135

,
fri ROTARACT
Are you afonnag Interaat-Member?
-Would you like to serve your community and help others?
Do you want to meet people and be involved on campus?
Then Rotaract is for you! Rotaract is an international community
service club made of young adults who volunteer their time in order
to help others. It is sponsored by Rotary International and offers
social events, guest speakers, conferences, and scholarships.
New Members Meeting/Ice Cream Social
will be held at the International House
360 So. 11th Street on
Wednesday, February 21 at 8:00 p.m.
Call Kelly Gregg at 924-7923 for more info.
JOIN ROTARACT AND HELP US MAKE A DIFFERENCE’

Great Part lime
Opportunities
Are Brewing In San Jose!
If you’re grinding away at the books and wish
you had some extra money, these fresh opportunities at Bob’s Big Boy are for you! We’re part
of Manion Family Restaurants, offering
excellent wages and flexible schedules.
We seek "perky" people pleasers to join
in the following positions:
Hosts/ Hostesses
*Cashiers
Servers
Cooks
Breakfast/
Salad/Dinner Bar
Attendants
Utility

Ask for Earl Elijah

2787 Moorpark Ave., Ste. 109

international certificate
in Teaching English as a
Foreign Language
’4 -week intensive
program
.3-month part-time
evening program
Practicum in teaching
English as a Foreign
Language
Language Teaching Canter

294-3303 or 998-9427

FREE Pick up and Delivery.

PROOFREAD

INTERNATIONAL
PASSPORT
To Living Aoroan

Open Daily
11:30am-9:00pm

270-6450

part Time flexible Hours good Pay
computer experience beneficial
20 to 30 hours per week

Law Oiricei of Paul Miff
Spat-gal./mg sa
LABOR CERTIFICATION & WORK VISAS
Engineering, Computer.
Accounting. Business &
other Professionals.

Ind is idual.

Alt

or

Clerical

-

BEIL,

*Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
*Box Lunches to go
-Lunch and Dinner
* Delivery

%Ti-

270-6441

Co ies R Us
th,Apv_riNli.lilez

SPORTS

Morrison said that the team’s
defensive effort was one of the best
of the season. Ile and Terrell agreed that the team’s concentration
in the game was a key to the victory.
Everybody on the SJSU side
seemed relieved to break the losing
streak.
"It feels goxl to win a game
down the stretch," Terrell said.
’We have a lot of character on this
team. ’

Young hit a 12-footer from the
baseline to make it 35-33 SJSU.
On the next play, the Spartans
knocked the ball out of bounds
fast break. Young
"I felt good out there." Terrell stopping a UOP
inbound, pass, and started
said. "If the shot is there, I will stole the
Young passed
take it. Playing in this offense a Spartan fast break
Logan added. "It feels good to
who found Mike
Batiste,
Troy
to
you’ll get your shots."
the basket for win. We needed this win bad."
under
Wasscrburger
Terrell finished the game with a
Batiste scored 10 points while
career high 17 points, tied with a layup.
Spartans made I ,ogan Desiano, Wasserburger
that,
the
After
forward Kenne Young for the team
throws the rest of the and Dunlap scored six, five, and
lead on Thursday. Terrell also their free
four points respect i% elr
put the game away.
to
evening
made all six of his free throws
down the stretch as the Spartans
held off the Tiger’s late rally.
"I thought our young players,
Terrell and Dunlap, did not play
like freshman tonight," Morrison
VVUVUPS
said.
ft CHINESE CUISINEFOOD TO -GO 1

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Liall_.

SPARTAN

For More Information Call:

drove III 9:1 tuns. Ile and teammate
Jose Canseco are the only players
in Major League history to hit 30
or more homers in their first three
full big-league seasons.
Despite his power numbers, including 74 runs scored. McGwire
only batted .231 last season.
In the A’s 4-0 sweep of the San
disco Giants ..in last Mar’s
Id. Series. McGwire Wiled
.294 with no homers. In his threeyear career. McGwire has 117
homers. 321 RBIs and a .259 average.

4013-971-9200

Notre Dame
quits deal

Lyttle scored 13 of UOP’s 23
first half points. He was able to
drive inside and score over Spartan
forwards Kevin Logan and Robert
Dunlap. but SJSU was able to outrebound the Tigers. The Spartans
grabbed 23 rebounds in the first
half to the Tigers’ nine, and for the
game they outrebounded UOP 4021.

SJSU trailed 23-20 at halltiniv
but they came out strong behind
"Ferrell. He first made a layup to
cut the deficit to one, then later
sank an lit-footer from the Outside.
On the next possession, the Spartans worked the hall around and
found Terrell open for a 3 -pointer.
He swished it to give SJSU a 29-27
lead, their first since the opening
minutes of the game.

WILLKOMMEN
ii I
BIEN VENUE

San Jose, CA 95128

When you learn one of 11
languages at the Monterey Institute
of International Studies Summer
Intensive language Programs, the
welcome mat is out.. and career
options grow.
Mid June to Mid August
information voile
of
International Studies
Diredor Summer Sessiom
475 Von Buren Street
Monterey (A 93940
Rhone 408 641 4185
f of

g I
,
;BOY
A Dw ision of Marion
Man Lor,,,,,q,

1111/

more

Monterey Institute

l

BENVENUTI
Ri\

11111

1111AWIM AID IS AVAILAILI

to-9[mm o aimed Lt

Apply in person
at the location that’s
most convenient for you!

461

1753 N. 1st. St.
San Jose
449 S. Winchester
San Jose
rot rn,f;cliv
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Stem is NBA’s new $3 million man

Morrison returns to UOP

Ihe pay raise follows the recent
network and cable television package Stern negotiated with NBC and
The commissioner received a Ted Turner’ TNT. The deal will
boost average payments to clubs
five-year. $27 5 million contract,
from $2.55 million to $8. I million
including a $10 million bonus, per year.
according to a report in USA
Of the other major sports comToday.
missioners. Paul Tagliabue reTeam owners confirmed Stern’s ceives SI million a year, baseball’s
annual salary - 31/2 times what any Fay Vincent gets $500,000 and the
other sports commissioner is paid NHL’s John Ziegler is paid
- and said it was approved during $425,000.
Stern’s salary reportedly will
last week’s All -Star break.
The NBA declined comment on cost each club $129,630 each year,
or 2.4 percent of the $5.5 million
the story.
NEW YORK (AP) -- David
Stern is the NBA’s latest $3-million man.

Homecoming
feeling not
distracting
By Steve Chae
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There are no homecoming
games in college basketball, but
don’t tell that to SJSU head
coach Stan Morrison.
When the Spartans traveled to
Stockton for Thursday night’s
game against University of the
Pacific, Morrison didn’t need a
map to find the university.
Morrison led the Tigers to a
100-88 record during his sevenyear stint as head coach at UOP.
In 1979, his final season at
UOP, Morrison’s Tigers were
18-12 and won the Big West
Conference en route to a berth in
the NCAA Tournament. It was
after this season he was offered
the top spot at the University of
Southern California where he
compiled a 103-95 record.
Morrison said he doesn’t regret his departure from the Tiger
program.
"I don’t look back," Morrison said. "That’s not my style."
Tom Stubbs, assistant athletic
director at UOP since 1963, has
fond memories of the Morrison
Years.
"Stan’s one of the most outstanding coaches we’ve ever had
here. He’s innovative, creative,
and a real positive individual,"
Stubbs said. "That energy really
shows up in his teams."
Sometimes, it shows up in his
wardrobe too. Stubbs recalled a
roast for Lou Cryer, who was the
outgoing commissioner of the
Big West Conference at the time.
"Stan was wearing this suede
jacket that his wife had cut holes
in and installed Christmas lights
into," said Stubbs. "It was one
of the funniest things I have ever
seen."
Morrison’s work, not just his
jacket, was cut out for him when
the 2-10 Spartans traveled to
UOP to end their seven game losing streak on Thursday.
SJSU’s first year coach compares the Spartan program’s pro-
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increase the teams are getting from
the new television deal
"David is very deserving,"
Phoenix Suns president Jerry Colangelo, who is On the league committee that approved Stern’s deal.
told USA Today. "Stern has done
an outstanding job leading our
league."
"We think he’s an exceptional
commissioner, a terrific talent, and
he should be appropriately paid,"
Daniel Finnane, president of the
Golden State Warriors, said.

Rebels defeat Aggies despite injuries
LAS VEGAS (AP) - NevadaLas Vegas didn’t let a few illnesses
and injuries get in their way
against New Mexico State in a Big
West Conference showdown at the
Thomas and Mack Center.
Anderson Hunt. who suffered
from the flu most of the week,
matched his career-high with 31
points Thursday night to lead the
seventh-ranked Runnin’ Rebels to
a 109-86 victory over the 25thranked Aggies.
"I thought the first half was as
good a half of basketball as we are
capable of playing," UNLV coach
Jerry Tarkanian said. "New Mex-

ico State takes great pride in their
defense and we had 62 points at the
half.
"Greg Anthony played with
great inspiration and Anderson
Hunt was simply incredible. Greg
played with such courage."
Anthony, who scored 10 points,
played with his jaw wired shut
after breaking it in two places during UNLV’s 69-64 victory over
Fresno State Monday night.
"It was amazing, Greg Anthony
gets resurrected from the hospital
to play and Anderson Hunt, with
one foot in the grave, comes out
and shoots 8-for-l2 in the first half

ArY ,C ACT A /WM AVIAffftX4rJe
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Michael Caulfield - Daily staff photographer

gress to that of UOP’s over the
past two seasons.
"They are a great model for
our program," Morrison said. "I
would hope that our program
would progress like theirs has the
last two years."
The Tigers entered Thursday’s
game with a 13-9 mark. During
their previous two seasons. UOP
had compiled a 12-45 record.
According to Spartan freshman guard Charles Terrell, Mor-
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rison kept the homecoming from
being a distraction to the team.
He added that the team was focused on winning.
And that they did.
The Spartans had played UOP
tough on January 20, but fell
apart down the stretch during a
78-71 loss at the Rec Center.
On Thursday, the Tigers were
led by 6-foot-9 junior center Don
Lyttle’s 22 points but he only had
three rebounds.
Entering Thursday’s contest
he was ranked fourth in the conference in scoring and rebounding with 16.7 and 8.4 marks repectively.
Randy Robertson contributed to
this report.

SPORTS

Hunt had 26 of his points in the
first half and capped his performance with a 3-point shot at the
buzzer to give his team its 23-point
lead.

Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay

SPARTAN

from 3 -point land," New Mexico
State coach Neil McCarthy said.
Anthony had practiced Tuesday
and Wednesday with a special
headgear, but opted not to wear it
Thursday night.
The Rebels connected on II 3point shots in the first half to help
them build a 62-39 lead and the
Aggies weren’t able to pose a serious threat after that.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVOW. Buy or sell Call me today
(local Avon Rep) 8 I will sand a
book to your home or business,
for everyone
Share the book with family. cowo
& Mends & receive up to
50% off on your own order, Thank
specials

Sups,

you Also, good part-time Income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251.
5942
PERSONAL LOANS up to $2500111!
(Sub(ect to credit approval). Cell
FEDSQUARE
WASHINGTON
ERAL Credit Union at (408) 847.
7273
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
and money, too Cleanings and

STUDENT

office visits st O charge For brochure sea A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)3716811 In San Jose.
OR MASTERCARD!! Even if
benkrupt or bad credit! We guar.
card or double your
money beck Call 1005-682.7555,

VISA

antee you

eat 11-1103

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE Jeeps for S44 through the
government? Call for facts, 1-312742.1142, eel 8115

COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
&ail
needed st local residential facilities for young adults dr adolescents with autism & related disabilities

FT & PT positions ova.
Starting 86.5625 hr Call 14081
44153953
(RUISESHIPS

NOW
HIRING
for
spring, Chriedrms and next summer breaks Many positions. Call
1-805-682.7555, out S.1062

DANCE

TEACHER

WANTED

Part

time, excellent salary, minimum
of 1 year’s teaching experience
Cell DANCESTARS al 996-8955
EARN $5.000-$15.000 a month No ex &pion.. will train Full or part
thile posItion Benefit.. call JIM
al 924-8220 for appointment
EARN $1000’s WEEKLY. Meke $500
lor every 100 envelopes stuffed
Send

clamped
envelope to Extra Income Unlim.
Ned, P0 Box 84899, Chicago. II
60664-0899

9035. (415) 964-6083

(415) 850-

5746

FOR SALE
MOUSE FOR SALE 1 ler 1 be fenced
Yd, sp.. cello, palm walnut plum
trees 9150K. Call Julie at 7079948733 Ceps@ to campus
SETS. BEDS. NEW’
Twin eel 579, full eel 989. queen
set 5I39. king set $179 For both
piece& eunkbeds 099. Day beds
599 5 pc bedroom net $199

MATTRESS

Desk. 574, dressers $79, chests
$46, bed.fram.. delivery. (415)
745-0900
REPOSSED VA & MUD HOMES avell
able from governmen1 from $1
without credit chock You repalr
Also tax delinquent forecioeures
Cell 1.905-682-7555. Ed t 141513
Ion repo Net

HELP WANTED
Earn money reeding
boolml 132,000 year income po,
Minitel Details 040243"M
eat 664250

ATTENTION

ATTENTION HIRING, Gov’t lobs your
area 517 640-989.484 Cell 1 602.
1138-8885, ant R4250
RECREATION
AND
programs
needed for
working with children and adults
with dluhlittlers Pert firm flexible

COMPANIONS
AIDES

hours, must have cm Call (415)
55480811 tor Information

ENGINEER,

PT

phy

8

tion.

Thermal

Oxide

Train). Please call
Linda at 436-9600 or send resume
to TEL 270 E Broker. Rd. San

Excellent

ca-

reer opportunity for upcoming
produal.. We ?nein, Call tor more
InlormatIon st 249-7777

Fee PERSONA 1408)453-0505
PR INTERN. Biotech. Hill and Knowl
ton 12 hm week. 565, call Andrew Ezer at 496-6511
RECEPTIONIST, JOB SHARING -Mon.
day -Wednesdays. 9-5 30 PM. Fri.
day 1.5 PM Phone light clerical
Call RUTH at 996-1822
SECURITY, OFFICERS"
NEED CASH,
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full
and part tirm positions
All thin. levaileble
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Cell 946-2263 8-4 PM for into
SUMMER

JOBS.

COUNSELORS’

Boys Camp. W Massachusetts
Girls Comp, Maine Top Salary
room, board leundry travel al.
lowence Must love kids end have
skill In one of the following activ,
Archery. Arts 8 Crafts.
ltkre
Bicycling.
Baseball. liaketball.
Drama.
Dance,
Cheerleading,
Drums. Fencing, Golf. Guitar.
Gymnestks, Hockey. Horseback.
Karate, LaCrosse, Nature, Nurs.,
Photography, Piano, Radio. Rocketry. Ropes, Sailboarding. Selling,
Tannin. Track,
Scuba, Soccer
WSI.

Peter-ski.

Weights.

Wood

call or write CAMP WINADU, 5 Glen Lane, Marnarmeck.

MEN,
NY

10543

(914)

381-5983

TO

THE

ATTRACTIVE

yng

lady

Me-grey sweatshirt Messes
1
shouktve approached u. but I em

BORM apt, pool nr Good Sam
util 377-90135

security

.7. SHIRTS.
Fern money for your fraternity,
sorority, club or buslms by sell silk-screened

Mg

T -Shirts

with

(415)962-8801

AAAH’ Too many rep.. and not
enough time? RELAX and Mt ME
do the TYPING. Resumes, term

message

PERSONALS

EDITORIAL.

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation. bIllogre.
chic materials, and editing services Find draught preperatIon

(415)841-5036
ELECTROLYSIS

etc I 15% discount to students
faculty Fell before May 31,1980.8
the 1st appointment la 12 prim
Unwanted heir disseppear *Ph
GWEN

CATHOLIC

NEWMAN

MASS on

CLINIC

Unwanted

hair rernov.I forever by spec...

EEK -A - MOUSE CONCERT.
To 11181 usfy privily girl with short
you were wearing a short

sleeved black velvet top end a
rninikirt I was right behind you
Our only coversetion wa my
question to you if you bed seen
E.li-a-mou. before I would
love to hear from you lam new In
town end could use friend for
such event. Neese call Jay et

SHIRLEY et 379.3519.62 per page
minimum S pare
ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
gretMs? 01 course you are A
meetly typed paper gets higher
grade Error -free papers impress
profs For this quality, call WRITE.

SERV10ESWP.Pages
need polishing? Gel help from a
Proleselonal Tech Editor wrth
Englleh Degree Word Processing
all formats( and D.ktop Pub.
bushing (resume., newsletters,

fing di. stomp. 251-0449

fliers, etc I Call PATRICIA in WIL
LOW GLEN (40e) 288-58118 (leave
message)

Duality guaranteed

Competitive
student rates Theses, reports,
term pspers legal documents

Phone

Call 1405)994’5203 today,

264-4504

Student

Will

gladly

WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
(408) 964-5837
Term Papers
Resumes

assist

w grammar.

Theses

sentence
ble on Tureb4n API 8 Campbell
formals) Equipment used Word
Perfect HPLaser Jell, Consider.

Reports

punctustion,
end
structure (knowledga-

L meted in the

MIMI =I NM IMI IMI IMI MI I= MI MINIM

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS
THESES- RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(405)972-1563

PROCESSING
fast
accurefe. reasonable All types of
opera Spell checking end proof
reading Same day **mice Betty

247-8068, Santa Clore
PROCESSING letter qualify
printing copies, etc
CECILIA ’’(406) 273-6t02
Word
procesifing
514 hr S2 50
pape whichever is kees,
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I

/firm;
Three
Two
Days
Days
I
$530 $580
I 3 Lines $4.30
$6 30 $6 80
4 Lines $5.30
$7 30 $7 70
I 5 Lines $6.30
$7
20
$8 25 $8 70
6 Lines
II’ ach Additional Line Add $1 00

I

One
Day

Four
Days
$605
$7 05
58 05
58 95

Five
Days
$635
$7 30
$8 25
$0 25

Each
Extra
Day
$1 10
$1 30
$1 45
$1 60

ISemester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $55 00
15 Plus Lines $99 00
I
Phone 924-3277
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Print Name
Phone

Address

Zip

ICity A State_ . _
I
I Circle a Classification
Announcements
I

Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) A
Roberts Bookstore

I
I

Enclosed is $

Help Wanted

Computer,

Housing

1

I
%OM

III Sale

For

Lines-___Days

1
Greek

Automotive

DI& 976-2002 to

Mar six exciting rnes.gew from
quality people, or you can record

San Jose, Ca 95128

Minimum three lines on one day

lutions
Available for I engi
moping coulees EIT. Clculus.
DE, LA, Gen 8 0,Chern. Phylcs.
etc 24 &Hexerrt books available Cl

up your phone

EXECUTIVE BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS
See sdvertleernient Mon & Thur.
Call 249-0270 Ask for Earl Ellph
2767 Moorpark Ave. 4109.

(Count approxenately 30 letters and spaces for each line)

with profes.rs own detailed so-

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your fife,
Now you can ?Ind love romance
or edventure as woolly rev picking

Term Papers, Ilvesin.
Resumes. laentracripm
Free pick-up & delivery
invest in your prof image with

WORD

Pemonal Bus

Proposals
Faal-Emperi-Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

987.7357
EXAM
FILES
from
Professors
throughout USA F.em problern

THE IMPRESSION you make will have
major impact or your future Invest in your pro...nal imps

TYPING WORD

LISA’S TYPING Li

CALL MRS MORTON el 266-9448 for
EDITING 8 WORD PROCESSING
ol term papers m.s.erctr project.
resumes

gremmer spell punc chock Reasonable rates, quick turnaround

TYPING

FAST WORD PROCESSING, 125 wpm

Mots. etc All formsts Including
APA UMW printer Wok return
Transcription sernMes avallsble
ere.

(406) 251-0750
Tenn papers
Theses, etc Laser printer Free

EDITORIAL

CALL LINDA TODAY for .porienced.
professional word prom.ing
Thews, term papers, group pro-

Aim...Bram,.

YOUR WORD PRO
CESSING end Graphics needs
Cal Kerte at Technically Typing

TYPE - (408)972.0430

aware, both college grads SpecWIty in Science end all Englleth
sublect for thee.. papers. reports, resumes. etc Free proo-

et

more info @bout other ectivillee
cell Father Bob LOW or Sister
Judy Ryan .1 209.0204

checking, grown& check, editing, powerful graphics program

Ad Rates

6 30 8 00 PM, Campus Christian
Canter, 10111 8 San Carlos For

heir

avail

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Harniiion
A
Winchester
Cell

TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES - Need our help?
Duality and accurecy guar...Ned
We retest. dependable, grommet

check

dal

P U,

Wordprocessing to Its ful4s1 me.
La.r
printing,
spell
pecity

Santa Clarerflan Jose Area
SERVICING

Print Your Ad Here

I

COMMUNITY

Sunday evenings

pus

GLEN &ea

ACADEMIC

WordprocessIng-WordPerfecl 5 I poetsCloim
lo camprinter
crIpt laser

401111191101111111=MMI

CHEIGREN.

E . 559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
Campbell
HAIR
Ave
TODAY GONE TOMORROW -

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS!
pro Report., theses, reTrust
mailings, etc
sume,. letters
Spell grammer

move your unwanted hair (chin,
blkini.turnmy-mouslachebeck

papers, theses, letters. etc Grad
& under -grad Available dayseves weekends by appl La.r
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992

able buaine. experience end lorWILLOW
mew Englieh mato,

turnaround and guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA .1 946.3962

TRAVEL

TYPING

270.

greens elides over
heeds, and color too, Plus Net

Cell me at home anytime,
MARC (415)790-9292 lo msg

AIRLINE TICKET -5.n
Joss to Denver L.ve on February 2416, return on February
28th, 1200 Call DAN .1 )405) 7790519 or 1-80043841787. x 2106

Services

for charts

only

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

SERVICES

Martha or plea. 1.ve complete

cam ’

, more I give melor discounts to SJSU students only No
13 S Studentl D mod lam authorized dealer, alarms too Cesh

ROUNDTRIP

trance carport, cable hook-up.
780 S I Ith St (nr 280) 5725$825 my Call 288-9157. John or

my

STEREO

Let me make It up to you

en-

BARE IT ALL! Stop Mowing. wexIng,
tweezing Co using chemical depilltortes Let me permanently re-

dl.ounts
EDP
8014. EVELYN

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TONE!

AUTO STEREO I sell Konica., Sony.
Yamaha. Pioneer, Infinity, Rockpower,
linear
Fospate,
ford,

KEV114.9611-0422

FEMALE CHRISTIAN WNTD to shr 2

facilities,

Confidence, muor very ow
probe 247-7486 135 S Baywood
Ave , San Jowe
1s1

Zap.

vo white Tshirl St ABR. Sat 2 10

shy

HOUSING

KASPER or call 924-5950

the Bay Area, were looking for
people interested in Sales. Acct .
Engr AdrnIn Support 11 Bilingual
No
English Jspenese poaltion

Fir..., at 298-0204

Joss, Ca 95112
$6.000-S12,000 month

leundry

PERSONA is pert of an INT’L NET.
WORK with offices worldwide In

San Carlos For more information
shoot actIvItiae. call Rev Norb

(Will

and esk for JOANNE

developmental
elementary
school In Campbell Willow Glen
area Call KELLY al 377-1595 for
more informetion

SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM al
Campus Christian Center. 10th I

Deposi-

modeled. clean end quiet Security building. off street parking,

ity

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every

Technician Production meded in
wafer fabrication, Photolithogra-

FOR RENT. law 2 bd. 2 beth. re-

PART TIME AFTERNOON, extended
care teacher needed St high quel.

INFERNO OBS
300 1200 2400 baud. Macintosh ar IBM libraries. 25 phone
lines, multi-u.r chat 14061 3953721 408) 395-5378 (408) 929-

any

Japam. Restaurant, 617 N Nth
St . JAPANTOWN Call 998-9711

toms Available your area now
Call 1-805-682.7555, est C-1255

Is waiting to meet you, (408)(415)
only $t
loll, If
976-2002 16

(408) 946-1995, Mr lieggem
UNDERGRADUATE
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true
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Student Activities S Services Offlee Apply by Feb 23 to KATHY

11N1

020-960

per hour, part time A dream come

KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO

ORIENTATION LEADERS now being
recruited for AUGUST 1990 orlen.
tation program on campus Cash
stipend Applications vallable at

your own message And with our
vol08 mail service you dont have
to leave your phone number on an
open line Call (4061 961.2523101

Ma 02332 (617I 934-6536.
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Toxic: students helping
From page I
Steve Shunk. S A .F.E..R ’s
South Bay Representative to the
Earth Day Coalition, adding that
"people have been pretty responsive" to signing the petition
The Env ironmental Protection
Initiative would work to keep toxic
pesticides out of the food supply.
reduce global warming and protect
California’s coastal waters Inim
pollution and oil spills, according
to Campaign California, an environmental lobby.
The members of SAFER. are
hard-working volunteers. Butler
said, but the organization could
use more help. About one-third of
the group learns about the organization because they are environmental studies majors. Butler said.
The rest found out about the group
via word-of-mouth.
She said about 100 people are on
the phone list but many drift away.
She said about 20 people go to the
Wednesday niectings.
’We considered getting money
from a grant so we could pay peo-

pie. or getting money trom A S
Butler said "We have loyal peoplc, but eventually they graduate
or they find a job."
Shunk said that he doesn’t expeel lots ot people to come to the
meetings, but said an increase in
membership this semester is encouraging.
There are other pressing responisbilities that the group has taken
upon itself, however.
The organization has had success getting the campus to recycle.
setting up the wooden newspaper
recycling bins around the campus.
It is also working with Spartan
Shops to ban Styrofoam from the
campus because of its environmental dangers. Resler said.
The biggest item on the agenda.
which is "taking an immense
amount of time," is planning for
Earth Day on April 22. Butler said.
SAFER. is planning a week of
events leading up to the day, and is
working on an audit of the envimnmental state of the campus.

Chemical: environment clean-up
non puge
Group, is running the campaign to
get the Consumer Pesticide Enforcement Act for Food, Water and
Worker Safety on the November
ballot

Pesticides targeted
Ilii%lionniental Protection
I le
Initiative would work to keep toxic
pesticides out of the food supply,
reduce global warming and protect
California’s coastal waters from
pollution and oil spills, according
to Campaign California. The measure is sponsored by Assemblymen
Lloyd Connelly and Tom Hayden.
Attorney General John Van De
Camp and seven conservation
groups.
Stitvenberger said the CAREFUL initiative would provide more
research to find alternatives to malathion for killing the medfly,
would double the number of sterile
flies, double the number of tests of
fruit pesticides, provide $25 million for research to find safer pesticides, create a scientific panel to
recommend the banning of pesticides found unsafe, make it unlawto
Villa stressed the programs as a ful for trucks that carry food
learning opportunity for SJSU stu- carry pesticides and create a new
dents. "We operate under the prin- panel to enforce penalties on ofciple that sonic of the best teachers fenders.
there are. are people out there that
we go to serve. They teach us the
real life."
"Whether we’re business majors, engineers, nurseswhatever,
what we’ve got to learn is the realChanWEST BERLIN (AP)
ity of the human condition." Villa cellor Helmut Kohl has come
said.
under severe attack in Parliament,
"We’ll take any student. If he with opposition legislators accusdoesn’t know how to relate to a ing him of using the East German
service.., our theme is *to service crisis and the issue of German reuto learn."
nification to enhance his political
standing.

Volunteer: reaching out
From page I
own departments as a part of then
own curriculum and have devoted
their own resources to the program.
An example is the English department’s link with the literacy
program at Yerba Buena High
School. SJSU students tutor ESL
students and their families after
school.
"That’s the wonderful thing
about the Human Corps--that it
brings caring people from various
disciplines to work on something
like literacy. That’s the integrated
nature of the Human Corps.’

Manufacturers may protest
V4 Ilene% el there MI Cif eCtiVe
ban on a pesticide_ the first thing
thing agricultural chemical manufacturers say is. ’This will undermine the American agricultural
economy’," Blake said. "They
said that when DDT was banned or
any chemical used pervasively at
any time is banned."
Blake said the signature drive to
get the initiative on the ballot is
about halfway to its goal of
620,000. She said there should be
enough signatures by Earth Day on
April 22.
Ernesto Montenero, president of
Student Affiliation For Environmental Respect at SiSI 1. said his

’Designed for expansion’
"i think (the expansion) is
something we’ve got to look
into," Santandrea said. The original plan was that the human performance department could hold
classes in the Rec Center, he said.
"I think they underestimated the
demand."
The Rec Center was designed
for expansion, according to Barrett. The low-bearing wall shared
by the fitness and aerobics areas
was built " . . . so that we could
move the wall one way or the
other." he said.
Since the aerobics area isn’t in
great demand, the wall might be
moved to increase the fitness area
by 2,000 square feet, Busalacchi
said.
Both spaces are comparable
footage, roughly about 5.000
square feet. Barrett He had no idea
when the long-term goal could be
accomplished. We have "a lot of
research and cost analysis" to do,
he said. "It could be very quick or

Also Thursday, Poland and Italy
showed second thoughts on a for
mula for unification talks endorsed
by the World War II Allies.
Kohl told lawmakers his talks
with Gorbachev "set the course"
for unification, which will gain
momentum following the East
German election March 18, in
which the Communists are likely
to be ousted from power.
"Never before since the division
of our land," Kohl said, "have we
are the most popular pieces of been so close to our goal."
equipment in the fitness area, said
However, Hans-Jochen Vogel,
employee Shannon Smyth. There head of the main opposition Social
is always a waiting list, she said.
Democrats, accused Kohl of pro"I think everyone’s just becom- viding too little financial help for
ing more educated on their per- East Germany and of using unifisonal health," Busalacchi said.
cation for his own political benefit.
People who use the fitness cen"You have talked, awakened
ter were enthusiastic about an in- hopes, set conditions ... and medicrease in equipment.
tated over your place in the history
"I think it would be great," said
student Dolores Anaya, who was
on her way out of the Rec Center.
Students Gaeta Burns and Michael
Fong agreed.
Despite the expected deficit,
most students were optimistic
about the remodeling, Burns said.
Other improvements on Busalacchi’s wish list were glass doors
installed for each raquetball court
for safety and security reasons and
a bar-coded turnstile to better control entrance of non-members.
The doors, a $12,000 tab, would
allow better supervision of the
courts by the Rec Center staff.
They would also keep other people
from walking in on an on-going
game and getting injured. Only
one of the courts has glass doors
now. The others have solid doors
with peep holes.
The board discussed the possibility of observation decks, but
said the cost and the major reconstruction work would be too great.

it could he quite lengthy."
" . . . It all depends on how
fast they want to do something
with it." Busalacchi said. The addition could be as far as two years
away, she said.
Santandrea also suggested that a
committee be created to discuss the
addition and other improvements
for the center.

Fitness room usage high

"At the official opening ’or the
center in September, the Rec Center staff recorded about 3,000 people entering the building.
During the fall semester, an average of 1.750 to 1,950 people per
day used the center, a rough estimate. Busalacchi said. This semester the averages are higher, with
tallies of about 1,850 (0 2,200 people per day. she said.
"It does get quite crowded at
times," said Kevin Paterson. an
employee at the fitness area. "It
would be used if it was larger."
"What we do have is a great facility," he said.
The fitness area is "very heavily
used," according to student Lynn
Hamilton. She only had to wait 10
minutes for a Lifecycle. Wednesday morning. The usual wait is at
least 25 minutes and sometimes as
long as an hour.
The Lifecycles and Stairmasters

New transportation proposal
will raise cost of commuting
SAN FRANCISCO (API
Residents of the San Francisco
Bay Area would find the cost of
commuting alone by car much
more expensive, perhaps high
enough to drive them to alternatives, under a new transportation
plan proposed by a group of business and political leaders.
"This is a bold, imaginative
package," San Mateo County Supervisor Tom Nolan said Wednesday after the plan was unveiled at a
news conference.
"It will be strongly resisted at
first by the public and by many
elected officials." he added.
However, the mayors of San
Francisco, Oakland and San Jose
arc members of the group, the Bay
Area Economic Forum, which
drew up the transportation plan.
The advisory body’s chairman is
Robert T. Parry, president of the
San Francisco Federal Reserve
Bank. Other members include National Semiconductor chairman
Charles Sporck and retired Chevron board chairman George M.
Keller.
Proposals in the plan include
raising Bay Area bridge tolls. $I
now in most cases. to $3 and collecting tolls on all new highways
along with congested freeways

Agency ignores scientists

Barabara Perzigin
(11111101,5,1 ( Oh/olio

organization has been circulating
the petition on campus to help get
it on the ballot.
"We’re all for it." Montenero
said. "We hope it becomes a proposition and gets on the ballot."
Blake said supporters of the
measure are hoping to raise $3 million for the campaign. She said individuals all over the state are
being recruited to raise funds, and
celebrities have also offered their
help.

Blake said Connelly and state
Sen. Nicolas D. Pettis released a
study by the Senate Office of Research Tuesday. The study showed
that the Ikpartment of Food and
Agriculture approved 20 pesticides
against the advice of its own scientists.
"We believe that it is a state disgrace that the agency charged with
protecting consumers and workers
from the health hazards of pesticides has turned a deaf ear to it’s
own scientists." Blake said.
"In so doing. the department
has endangered our health and reinforced the importance of passing
the Environmental Protection Initiative which, among other things.
transfers jurisdition over pesticides
to the Department of Health Services, an agency more philisophically equipped to enforce public
health laws."

German Chancellor Kohl under attack

Fitness: Rec Center may expand
En am page I
These areas are lacking in funds,
but other areas are doing better
than projected, according to Barrett. though he couldn’t give specifics. "I think the recreation part
of it is meeting expectations," he
said.

he Lio-Gos are basing a reunion concert to help us." Blake
said, referring to the popular all -female music group that disbanded
during the 1980s. "It’s people like
that who have offered to help us
have a grassroots campaign, not
lust a small number of contributions ’

We’re not anti -chemical."
said Lucy Blake, executive director of the California League of
Conservation Voters, an organization co-sponsoring the measure.
"Fundamentally, we’re not saying
don’t use chemicals. Use chemicals, hut don’t use ones that cause
cancer or birth defects. Be more
efficient in the use of chemicals."
Representatives from the Western Agricultural Chemicals Association were in a conference in
Portland, Ore., and could not be
reached for comment.

such as 1-80. Smog fees of’ up to must be formulated by June 1990.
$200 per vehicle would be asThe planners believe commuters
sessed annually on each vehicle would rather pay more to drive
based on miles driven and emis- alone than not drive at all.
sions produced, smog inspections
"We don’t contend that people
would be required each year. and are going to love road tolls and
there would be a "significant in- smog fees," said Bourgart.
crease" in the gasoline tax.
The Forum’s plan is harsher on
Commuters traveling alone by commuters than a plan put forward
car would find the going most ex- last week by the Sierra Club.
pensive.
The Sierra Club called on the
Those in car pools would save state Department of Transportation
thousands of dollars on gasoline, to abandon its role as a state roadmaintenance, smog fees and tolls, building agency in favor of an emthe report by the forum suggested.
phasis on mass transportation, and
"If they insist upon driving on recommended withholding funds
the most congested roads at the for new highway projects until
most congested time, yes, they local governments prove they have
would pay more out of pocket," met federal air quality standards.
said Jim Bourgart, a transportation
This week state Sen. Quentin
analyst with the pro-business Bay
Kopp, I -San Francisco, introduced
Area Council.
legislation authorizing a Metropol"However, they may be better
itan Transportation Commission
off because others will go to other
proposal to double the Bay Bridge
alternatives" such as transit and toll to
$2 and use the extra revenue
carpools, he added.
to lower the cost of riding on mass
Forum officials believe their transit.
plan is superior to the harsh regulaJohn Holtzclaw, the Sierra
tions that are among the measures
being considered by regional air Club’s San Francisco Bay Chapter
quality officials to achieve a 35 political committee chairman, said
percent reduction in vehicle emis- the measures proposed Wednesday
sions by 1997, as required by the "will help reduce the subsidies to
motor vehicles and provide alter1988 California Clean Air Act.
A regional plan to reduce smog natives."

books. But there hasn’t been much
help." Vogel said.
Kohl. leader of the Christian
Democratis. in turn accused the
opposition of being allied with the
hard-line Communists who ruled
East Germany before the wave of
democratic reform.
The verbal brawl in Parliament
gave West German voters a preview of what is likely to he a bitter
campaign for West German elections in December. It also demonstrated the pivotal role that reunification will probably play.
The West German campaign is
even influencing the campaign for
East Germany’s first free elections
in March. In anticipation of eventual reunification, West German
parties have been working closely
with fledgling political parties in
East Germany.

The chancellor also came under
fire Thursday in East Germany,
where Communist leaders accused
Kohl of exaggerating their country’s economic and political problems to press the pace of reunification.
East
German
government
spokesman Wolfgang Meyer attacked Kohl for failing to assure
Poles that a united Germany will
not try to reclaim former German
land from Poland.
Poles, whose homeland was invaded twice this century by a unified Germany, are concerned that
they could be excluded from any
reunification talks involving their
western border and prewar German
territories they were awarded by
the victorious Allies.
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